


PATH’s purpose is to promote wellbeing. Its mission is to Help 
Individuals Achieve A More Independent And Fulfilling Life.

PATH’S PURPOSE & MISSION STATEMENT
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At this time of year we again reflect on all that PATH has accomplished this 
past year in successfully serving the community, as well as considering 

the challenges yet to come. With a mission of “Helping Individuals Achieve a 
More Independent and Fulfilling Life,” it is no wonder that we find meaning and 
possibilities in each day.

 To this end, PATH developed a new customer service initiative entitled, 
“Above & Beyond!” Each staff member completed four training modules 
discussing everything that affects a positive customer experience. With the goal 
of exceeding customer expectations, the training was greatly welcomed by staff 
as an opportunity to find additional ways to further understand and support those 
whom we serve. Going Above and Beyond to provide exceptional service for 
everyone will always be the foundation on which we will formulate our goals. 

 PATH is proud of its success in serving the community. Throughout the 
year, individuals have achieved positive outcomes because of PATH programs, 
which provided treatment and supports. Evidence of this success is presented 
in articles in the “Making A Difference - Positive Life Changes” section of this 
report. Also, PATH received recognition from the community for accomplishing 
its mission in the form of certificates of appreciation, awards, and letters of thanks 
received throughout the year. Highlights of these can be seen in this report. In 
addition, PATH has been extremely pleased that we have received additional 
funding from the Philadelphia Department of Behavioral Health because of our 
high scores in the performance measures they use to evaluate agencies.

 As proud as PATH is in its success in making a positive difference in 
people’s lives, it is also critical that PATH does outreach to the community so that 
we enhance people’s knowledge about mental health, thereby reducing stigma 
and making people more comfortable in receiving help. PATH increased its efforts 
this year as staff engaged with several community groups and organizations. 
From conducting free depression screenings at numerous locations throughout 
the year, to having thoughtful conversations with individuals attending events, 
PATH welcomed the opportunity to discuss our services and programs, and to 
express that supporting the needs of the community is at the heart of everything 
we do here at PATH. 

 We would like to thank everyone who supported us this year, our 
participants and their families, our community, our legislators, and our funders. 
Though we have accomplished much since our founding in 1973, there is so 
much more yet to do in meeting the needs of our community. Please know that 
we could not do it without you.

Nancy Greenstein     Elizabeth Andl-Petkov
Chairperson, Board of Directors    President and CEO

Elizabeth Andl-Petkov
President & Chief 
Executive Officer

Nancy Greenstein 
Chairperson, 

Board of Directors
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Message from the Chairperson
of the Board of Directors and

the President and Chief Executive Officer



 Working with his PATH therapist, 
Anthony made strides in the areas of anger 
management and social skills. He learned 
to calm himself on his own. Anthony’s 
social skills improved dramatically with 
instruction and support from his PATH 
therapist. His therapist notes that he worked 
on improving his eye contact with others 
when talking to them, repeating back what 
he heard from others so that there were no 
misunderstandings, initiating interactions 

(such as asking people how they were), 
showing an interest in others’ activities 
(which was especially helpful in meeting 
new friends at school), and even holding a 
door for another person. Using strategies 
he was taught, he has been able to express 
himself better, but also understand others’ 
intentions. 
 The result has been positive not 
only for Anthony, but also for his mother. 

“I can understand my child much 
better now,” his mother reports. 
The calming strategies and social 
skill improvements have had an 
effect on his ability to make new 
friends; in just the past 8 months 
she’s seen his peer group grow. 

The confidence he 
gained from social skill 
improvements also 
led Anthony to expand 

his interests and his participation 
in extra-curricular activities. His 
improved participation in school 
has been a boom for his grades. 
He’s made the honor roll twice this 
year.
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Making A Difference
FULLFILLING OUR MISSION

Positive Life Changes
CHILDREN & YOUTH OUTPATIENT 
PROGRAM

Anthony is a young man who has achieved fantastic success in PATH’s Children 
& Youth Services Outpatient program. Anthony has a diagnosis of ADHD and 

Asperger’s Syndrome. Initial referral concerns included difficulties managing his 
anger, anxiety - especially in school, and other social situations, along with a fear 
of new things and people. His performance in school was especially negatively 
impacted. And the lack of adaptive social skills, including the ability to reach out to 
others but also to understand what others meant when they interacted with him, 
resulted in Anthony having no friends in school.  

“I can understand my child much 
better now.”



Stephen, a 15 year-old, had difficulty 
with anxiety. It greatly impacted 

his family by limiting outings and 
celebrations. “We couldn’t go where there 
were more than 20 people, including 
family gatherings,” said his mother. 
Stephen’s anxiety prevented him from 
enjoying daily activities like attending 
school and playing with groups of 
friends. He became isolated. Stephen’s 
PATH therapist introduced many tools to 
help both Stephen and his family deal 
with his anxiety. Stephen’s therapist 
encouraged him to use a “worry tree,” a 
method she developed, to conceptually 
deconstruct catastrophizing thoughts 
that lead to feelings of anxiety. For 
example, if Stephen became anxious in a 
crowded situation because he was concerned 
for his safety, he could reflect on the actual 
safety risk the environment presented. His 
therapist also introduced the use of a 10-point 
Likert scale to help Stephen recognize when 
to step away from 
a situation rather 
than respond with 
anger because he 
feels anxious. His 
therapist described 
the use of a Likert 
scale as “insight to 
the intensity of his 
feelings that helps 
prevent anxiety 
from sweeping him 
away.” Currently, if 
he feels his anxiety 
reaches a “6,” he 
will simply tell his 
parents, “6” and they leave the situation.  He 
has been successful “sticking it out” when 
he feels his anxiety reaches a “4 or 5.”  This 
tool has helped Stephen enjoy activities most 
teenagers typically enjoy like riding bumper 
cars on the boardwalk.   

Another tool recommended by his therapist 
that Stephen uses successfully is to focus only 
on the people in front of him.  Strategically, 
those people are his parents.  In using this 

device, Stephen 
finds it easier 
to block out 
s u r r o u n d i n g 
people and 
noises that 
used to trigger 
his anxiety. He 
recently used 
this strategy 
successfully at 
a wedding and 
while walking 
through a 
crowded building 
to access the 

beach when visiting Atlantic City. These are 
two activities that Stephen would not have 
been able to enjoy just a few months ago if it 
were not for the supports from PATH’s Family 
Based Program.
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Making A Difference
FULLFILLING OUR MISSION

FAMILY BASED PROGRAM

“...wish we found PATH 
five years ago.”



Josephine, a participant in PATH’s Adult 
Day Program (ADP) since 2001, has 

found success and supports specific to her 
needs. Josie, as she prefers to be called, 
arrived in the ADP having never attended 
school or having received any other formal training. In the years prior to coming to PATH, 
much of her time was spent at home, where she lived with her family, and at a senior 
center where her days were spent watching TV. At that time, she had few friends and 

very little, if any, community involvement. 
She spent much of her time alone, with 
few opportunities to interact socially with 
others. A psychological report done at that 
time noted that Josie appeared “confused” 
in her interactions with 
others, and appeared 
to be “hearing voices.”  
When Josie came to 
PATH, staff at the day 
program reported that 
Josie acclimated well to 
the new environment, 
and quickly opened 
up socially to others in 
this new, friendly, and 
stimulating setting. 
Since Josie loves joking 
and laughing, staff 
have used humor and 
a reassuring tone and 
positive approach. This 
strategy resulted in 
marked increases in Josie’s appropriate 
interactions with staff and peers. 
 Josie is now more upbeat, more 
friendly and talkative, and is more 
cooperative with staff requests made of 

her throughout her day. Having a staff 
person with her at all times has provided 
for swift redirection when Josie exhibits 
any signs of frustration. With this closer 
monitoring and support, Josie is now able 

to safely remain active 
and involved in all of the 
activities she enjoys such 
as trips to her favorite 
coffee shop, arts and 
crafts, meal preparation, 
and “sittercise” – seated 
exercises with lots of 
moving and clapping. 

    These positive 
changes in her 
behavior and 
increased mobility 
have resulted in Josie 
having a richer experience 
in the program, and a 
return to her jovial, joking 

self. It is evident when meeting Josie in the 
Adult Day Program that her staff make a 
difference with her each and every day.
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Making A Difference
FULLFILLING OUR MISSION

ADULT DAY PROGRAM

“Josie is now able to safely remain 
active and involved”

Positive Life 
 Changes
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Approximately eight individuals who participate in 
PATH’s Adult Day Program volunteered as part 

of the Mayfair Monarch Project at the Insectarium. 
The group participated weekly beginning in February 
and planted milkweed seeds in large cups that, as 
they became bigger, were transplanted into larger 

pots. They then planted them outside to beautify 
neighborhoods and attract monarch butterflies. The 
monarch butterflies have been in decline due to the 
use of environmental herbicides. Representatives 
from the project, including Steve Kenya who leads 
the project, also setup up an additional grow room 
at PATH’s Adult Day Program, so that the program 
participants can continue to care for some of the 
potted seeds and involve other individuals in the 

program who were not scheduled to go to the 
Insectarium.

 The individuals from PATH were mentioned 
as part of an article in the Philadelphia Daily News 
Weekend on March 27th and Steve Kanya shared 
PATH’s contribution to the project at a Mayfair 
Business Association meeting on April and praised 
the PATH group for their contribution to the welfare 
of the monarch butterfly population. Everyone 
from PATH really enjoyed their participation in the 
community project.
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Participants Volunteer Work
COMMUNITY INTEGRATION

Participants Richard and Latonya

Participants Latonya and Danielle

Participants Danielle, Richard, and GiovanniSusan Maddalo (Staff),  and Participants 
Danielle and Richard

Mayfair Monarch Project



Making A Difference
FULLFILLING OUR MISSION

Tom, a 46 year-old man, came to PATH five 
years ago. He was “happy and sad and 

disgusted and crying – all within 10 minutes.”  
Looking back, he reports that he couldn’t 
control his thoughts and had difficulty sleeping 
and eating. He was regularly depressed and 
compared the level of sadness he felt daily 
to when “his mother had died.”  Although 
his family tried to stay connected, Tom was 
“absorbed by his symptoms.” He was drinking 
every day to mask the extreme sadness he 
was feeling. But using alcohol left him with no 
focus and physically ill. He began attending 
AA meetings, where another AA participant 

recommended PATH. Tom now refers to this 
person as his “angel.” Along with PATH case 
management, Tom sees an outpatient therapist 
and receives medical services. The PATH team 
has assisted Tom through periods of crisis. His 
case manager reinforces strategies learned 
in therapy, including breathing exercises and 
staying focused. 

 Tom has now been sober for over 5 years. He 
credits the support of his case manager for the 

great relationships he now has. He 
is involved in his church. He enjoys 
reading, playing golf, going to the 
gym, and coming to PATH. Tom also 
appreciates employment at Giant 
where he successfully works in the 
deli, cooks, and provides customer 
service.

 According to Tom, “PATH saved 
my life. PATH is the way to go.”  He 
has readily recommended PATH to 
others, stating to them, “...There is 
no other place like PATH.”

“PATH saved my life.”

CASE MANAGEMENT

Positive Life 
 Changes
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PATH’s Renaissance Program, including several 
Renaissance participants and staff members, 

traveled to Harrisburg to voice concerns regarding 
Pennsylvania’s budget. They participated in a rally 
located at the Rotunda Building of the Capital that 
houses State Senators. Pennsylvania did not have 
an approved budget for over 220 days resulting in 
various programs operating without the appropriate 
funding.  

 Participants were able to express their 
concerns regarding the lack of a state budget. The 
PATH delegation visited local State Senator John 
P. Sabatina, Jr. They encouraged him to “put the 
people first” and help pass a working budget. This 
was an eventful and exciting day for both staff and 
participants who enjoyed themselves and engaged 
with others who had similar concerns about the 
Pennsylvania budget.

Participants in 
Harrisburg Participants in 

Harrisburg

Harrisburg
Rally
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Depression Screenings
Engaging the Community

PATH’s Continuity of Care (COC) and Renaissance programs have partnered on several occasions 
to host depression screenings throughout the community. The purpose of these screenings is to 

help eliminate stigma regarding mental illness in the community, help link people to services as well 
as provide resources to the public. PATH participated in the Fall Festival hosted by Councilman Bobby 
Henon for the Torresdale Avenue 
community. Over 200 community 
members received information about 
mental health from the resource 
table PATH had provided. COC 
Intake Specialists provided Wellness 
and Depression Screenings, while 
Renaissance staff assisted members 
of the community with resources. 
PATH has participated in a number of 
other community events including: Job 
Fairs, Community Neighborhood Fairs, Senior Expos, Career Link, Northeast Racquet Club Anniversary 
Celebration, Neighborhood Health Center, and the Northeast Public Library. We are pleased to be able to 
assist community members by providing such important information. 

FREE FOR THE COMMUNITY

OUTREACH
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DBH’S PEER LEADERSHIP EXHIBIT
RENAISSANCE

Philadelphia’s  DBH/IDS held a Peer Culture and Family Inclusion 
Celebration as one of their monthly Transformation Decade 

celebratory events. PATH Renaissance Services, a Community 
Integrated Recovdery Center program, presented a display 
highlighting the implementation of a Stakeholder’s Committee. It 
is comprised of 7 participants elected by their peers, 7 staff, and 
a family member.  The unique feature of our Stakeholder group 
is the collaborative nature in which program decisions are made 
as opposed to a Peer Leadership Council that reports to staff. 
The display featured many events and groups approved by the 
committee. PATH Staff and 2 participants were available at the 
display to answer questions. It was a successful experience!

CASE MANAGEMENT

PATH Children & Youth Case Management 
Program participated in the second annual 

Autism Expo that was held at St. William Parrish 
in Lawncrest. This event was presented by State 
Representative Mark Cohen, The Creative Arts 
Lounge Media Center, and Temple University’s 
Institute on Disabilities. Those attending this event 
included individuals seeking services, parents, 
guardians, and family members. PATH welcomes 
every opportunity to reach out to those in the 
community who are seeking services and provide 
valuable information concerning PATH.  

Phillie Phanatic with Terese Egan-Ehrlich, PATH Program 
Manager, Children & Youth Case Management

Stake Holder Committee 
Representative and Missy Shuster, 

PATH Renaissance Director

Children & Youth Case Management 
participates in Autism Expo

Engaging the Community
OUTREACH
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Behavioral Health Programs # Service Hrs./Days  # People Served
CASE MANAGEMENT & CRISIS  24,387 hours 943
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT  25,343 hours 2,054 
DAY SERVICES  62,473 hours 285
SCHOOL BASED OUTPATIENT  5,775 hours 300
FAMILY BASED MENTAL HEALTH  8,601 hours    114 
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL  19,181 days 71

Intellectual Disabilities Programs # Service Hrs./Days  # People Served
COMMUNITY INTEGRATED  7,944 hours 140
EMPLOYMENT
VOCATIONAL HABILITATION  156,890 hours 118
PROGRAM 
ADULT DAY PROGRAM  77,822 hours    64
COMMUNITY LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS  32,183 days 96

Balances
Financial Statements

Services Provided -  July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

FISCAL/STATISTICS

ExpensesRevenue
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Behavioral Health - Adult, Children & Youth
Continuity of Care Program
Psychiatric Medical Services

Blended Case Management Programs
Mental Health Outpatient Programs
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Older Adult Services

Community Living Arrangements

Programs and Services


